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ABSTRACT. Let AÍ be a <7-finite, finite von Neumann algebra with a faithful,

normalized, normal trace Tr and a positive linear map p of M into itself. If

p is approximately inner with respect to the norm || ■ H2 induced by Tr, then

p is closely related to a *-homomorphism. In particular, if p is unital and

approximately inner, then p is a »-homomorphism of M into itself.

1. Introduction. We examine the fact that positive linear maps with an ap-

proximate innerness are close to *-homomorphisms. Let M be a factor of type Hi,

and let Aut(M) (resp. Int(M)) be the automorphism group (resp. inner automor-

phism group) of M. As a result of the u-topology (see Haagerup [2] and Sakai

[4]), Aut(M) is a topological group. Now, since M is a finite factor, the u-topology

on Aut(M) coincides with the topology of strong pointwise convergence. Further-

more, by Sakai [4], if M is a hyperfinite factor of type Hi, the closure of Int(M)

is Aut(M). Completely positive maps are closely related to automorphisms in the

field of C*-algebras and von Neumann algebras. Thus, we consider the approximate

innerness of positive linear maps of von Neumann algebras. In this paper we deal

with finite von Neumann algebras.

Throughout this paper let M be a tr-finite von Neumann algebra with a faithful,

normalized, normal trace Tr. We use a norm || ■ ||a on M defined by ||x||2 =

Tr(x*x)1/2.

Let A and B be C*-algebras. A linear map p from A to B is said to be n-positive

if the multiplicity map pn from the matrix algebra Mn (A) over A to the algebra

Mn(B) over B, defined by pn([a¿j]) = [/"(<*».?)]> ^s positive. If p is n-positive for every

n, we call p completely positive. Many authors (for example, [1, 5, 6, Chapter IV,

§3, 7]) have studied the completely positive maps of C*-algebras. In particular, we

have Stinespring's theorem [5]: Let A be a C*-algebra and p a completely positive

map of A to B(H), where B(H) is the von Neumann algebra of all bounded operators

on a Hubert space H. Then there exists a representation -k of A to a Hubert space

K and a bounded operator v of H to K such that p(x) — v*ir(x)v for every x G A.

In particular, if p is unital (i.e., p(l) = 1), then v is an isometry. Furthermore,

if A is a von Neumann algebra and p is normal, then it is a normal representation.

In general, we cannot take the above operator v in A. For this problem we have

the following result by Haagerup [3, Proposition 2.1]: Let N be a properly infinite

von Neumann algebra, and let F be a finite-dimensional subfactor. Let p be a

completely positive map from F to N.   Then there exists an element a G N such
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that p(x) = a*xa for every x G F. In this paper we consider the problem for finite

von Neumann algebras by using approximate innerness.

2. Results. In this section we show that a certain positive linear map of a finite

von Neumann algebra M into itself is closely related to a *-homomorphism of M

into itself. Before we present the main theorem we mention the following lemma

by Choi [1] (see also [7]).

LEMMA 1. Let A and B be unital C* -algebras, and let p be a unital completely

positive map from A to B. If p is a C*-homomorphism (i.e., p(a2) — p(a)2 for

every selfadjoint element a of A), then p is a *-homomorphism of A to B.

In this paper we consider the positive linear maps with approximate innerness.

Thus, we introduce the notation of approximate innerness.

DEFINITION 2. Let M be a cr-finite, finite von Neumann algebra with a fixed,

faithful, normalized, normal trace Tr. A positive linear map p from M into M

is approximately inner if there exists a net {a\} (not necessarily bounded) in M

satisfying lim ||p(a;) — axxa\\\2 — 0 for every x G M.

Under the above definition, if p is a positive linear map and approximately inner,

then p is a completely positive map from M to M. To show this we must show by

[6, Chapter IV, Corollary 3.4] that for every natural number n,

Y y*p(x*xj)yj £ °
»,j=i

for every x\,... ,x„ and j/i,..., yri in M. Since Tr is a faithful normal trace,

Ç y*p(x*xj)y3 > 0 « Tr
*,i=l

ViP{?iXj)Vi \h    > °

for every h > 0 in M. Now, since the map x —> axxa\ on M is completely positive

for every A G A,

Tr ViO-xXiXjOxyj ]h] > 0.

,».i=i

Furthermore, by the assumption of approximate innerness for p,

lim Tr

= lim

Yl y*alx*x3aw Ih I
i,3 = l

]T Tr((alx¡Xjax - p(x*xj))y:ihy*i)

Yl yiP(xixj)yj
,»j=i

o.

Thus, we can show that

Tr        £ y*p(x*x])yJ \h 1 > 0

for every positive element h in M, so J27,j=i y*P(x*xj)yj ^ 0-  Therefore, p is a

completely positive map from M to M.
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Thus, we can show that such a positive map is closely related to a *-homomor-

phism.

THEOREM 3. Let M be a cr-finite, finite von Neumann algebra. Let p be a

positive linear map from M to M and approximately inner with respect to a net

{a\} such that ||aAaA — e\\2 —> 0 and \\a\ax — f\\2 —> 0 for some projections e and

f in M. Then p is a * -homomorphism from the von Neumann algebra fMf to the

von Neumann algebra eMe.

PROOF. By the assumption for the net {a\} and approximate innerness of p with

respect to {ax}, p(l) = e and p(l — /) = 0. Thus we can assume that faxe = aA

for every À G A. By the remark following Definition 2, p is a completely positive

map. So p is a unital, completely positive map from von Neumann algebra fMf

to von Neumann algebra eMe. To show that p is a *-homomorphism from fMf to

eMe, we must show by Lemma 1 that p(x2) = p(x)2 for every selfadjoint element

x G fMf. Given an arbitrary selfadjoint element x G fMf, then

||p(x) - aAxaA||2 = tr(p(x)2) - 2Tr(p(x)axxax) + Tr(a*xxa\a*xxax).

Now, since

|Tr(aAxaAaAxaA -aAx2aA)| = |Tr(aAx(aAaA - f)xax)\

= |Tr((aAaA - f)xaxa*xx)\

< Tr((aAaA - f)2)ll2rVr(xaxa\x2axa*xx)ll2

^Wa^-fh-WxW^xa^a.alx)1/2

< \\x\\2 ■ \\axa*x - f\\2 ■ Tr(axa*xaxa*x)V2

= \\x\\   ■\\axa*x\\2-\\axa*x-f\\2,

{||aAaA||2} is bounded, and lim ||aA<iA — /H2 = 0, we have

lim{Tr(aAxaAaAxaA) - Tr(a>2aA)} = 0.

Thus, since lim Tr(aAx2aA) = Tr(p(x2)) by the assumption,

lim Tr(aAxaAaAxaA) = Tr(p(x )).

Furthermore, since

|Tr(p(x)aAxaA) - Tr(p(x)2)| = |Tr(p(x)(aAxaA - p(x)))\

< Hp(z)II2- ||p(x)-aAxaA||2,

lim Tr(p(x)aAxaA) = Tr(p(x)2). By the above considerations and

lim||p(x) -aAxaA||2 = 0,

we get

Tr(p(x)2) - 2Tr(p(x)2) + Tr(p(x2)) = 0.

So, Tr(p(x2)— p(x)2) = 0. Now, since p is a completely positive map, p(x)2 < p(x2).

Therefore, p(x2) — p(x)2, so, by Lemma 1, p is a *-homomorphism from fMf to

eMJE;.    D
REMARK 4. We assumed in Theorem 3 that ||aAaA - e||2 -> 0 and ||aAaA - /||2

—> 0.   If p is approximately inner and p(l) = e is a projection, then the above
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condition is equivalent to p(l — /) = 0 and Tr(/) = Tr(e). In fact, we have p(l) = e

and p(l — /) = 0 for both cases. Thus, we can assume that faxe = ax for every

A € A. Then from the relation

||aAaA - e||2 = Tr((aAaA - e)2) = Tr((aAaA - f)2 + e - /)

= \\a\ax-f\\2i + Tr(e-f),

we can give the proof that the above conditions are equivalent.

From the last relation, if p(l) = e is a projection and p(l — /) = 0 for a projection

/ satisfying Tr(/) < Tr(e), then p is not approximately inner.

COROLLARY 5. Let p be a unital, positive, linear map of a a-finite, finite von

Neumann algebra to itself. If p is approximately inner, then p is a * -homomorphism.

PROOF. Since p(l) = 1, the relation lim ||p(x) - a*xxax \\2 = 0 for every x G M

induces ||aAaA — 11|2 = ||aAaA — 1II2 -► 0. Thus, p is a *-homomorphism by Theorem

3.    D
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